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FOREWARD
The followin9 document contains the narratives of their Vietnam experience that were
submitted by alumni of Western Kentucky State Col/e9e (later University) Pershing
Rifles Company B-3. Most of the individuals were members of 8-3 during the 1960s and
early 1970s. In compilin9 and editing these narratives, I have attempted to preserve
the style and flavor of the writers. Everyone was invited to share whatever information
they wished about their Vietnam experience. Some are more detailed than others, and
that's O.K. The point is that this Band of Brothers served durin9 a time when our
country was involved in an unpopular war, and all served proudly and with distinction.
All are a credit to the service in which they served, to Western, and PR Company B-3,
which has recently been reactivated at Western.
My efforts in this project have been to compile the narratives and construct a timeline
that shows how many ofour Vietnam tours overlapped, even thou9h we may not have
encountered each other in-country. I have enjoyed reading about everyone's
experiences, and I hope those ofyou who participated in the project by sharing your
personal stories will find as much pleasure from it as I did. Thanks to everyone for
helping preserve a part ofour history. Western, the ROTC and Pershin9 Rifles did an
outstanding job ofmoldin9 us into the leaders we were and continue to be.

Dou9 Verdier
Class of 1964
April 2016

**************************
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Contributors; in alphabetical order:

Case,George
First Tour
Personnelman Third Class (PN3/E4)
April - December 1966; USS Pulaski County (LST-1088)
Yung Tau, Saigon, Phan Rang, Chu Lai, Da Nang, Nha Trang
Market time operations delivering supplies ranging from cement, flashlight batteries,
beer, ammo,jeeps &jeep trailers, blankets, ARYN troops, U.S. Advisors, providing ice
cream and real food to the riverine forces, including the U.S. Coast Guard, etc.
Second tour
Personnelman Second Class (PN2/E5);
September-December 1967; USS Mount Baker (AE-4) ammunition ship
Operated in Yankee Station (Tonkin Gulf Yacht Club)
Re-supplying Carriers, Cruisers and Destroyers with much needed ammunition
Retired as a Master Chief Personnelman (E-9) Oct. 1986

Crider, Steve
Stephen B. Crider (Steve) WKU Class - 1961; Departed CONUS July 28, 1966 from
Oakland, California, via 3 ship convoy - our ship, USNS Upshur (converted passenger
liner); Arrival in country - mid August, 1966, disembarking at the port of Yung Tau;
11th Armored Cavalry Regiment (3 Squadrons) plus trains and an engineering company;
Initial base - Bien Hoa, then later to Xuan Loe in a rubber plantation, with a final move of
the 2d/11ACR to Chu Lai (Marine base and air strip) near Tay Ninh City.
I was assigned as the S-4, 2/ 1lACR prior to our move from Camp A.P. Hill/ Fort Meade,
Va. and my assignment was to get the squadron loaded out and moved to RVN along
with the rest of the 11th ACR. The Regimental S-4, plus a bunch of civilian DOA folks
taught us the basics of major unit moves, by air and by ship. Very successful, not a lot of
hitches; Rank - Captain; MOS - 71204.
The convoy left Oakland/San Francisco (damn boat did not turn around! ! as it sailed
under the Golden Gate). Uneventful voyage that us landlubbers seemed to take to - none
of the officers got seasick; not so with the lower deck passengers, although the seas were
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reasonably calm. Every one of us gained about 20 pounds on the crossing - the ship's
mess served 5 major meals per day and late night goodies - you can bet we all were like
hogs to a trough. Nighttime activities were like a regular passenger liner - movies, sports,
whatever, including lying on the deck at night watching satellites cross. We knew when
they were coming over because our short wave radios could pick up their signals. Pitchblack sky with millions of stars; I have never seen anything so utterly beautiful.
We were allowed a stop at Subic Bay Naval Base, Philippines; we were escorted back by
the Shore Patrol and told to get on the ship. Seems like we had a hell of a party in the 0
club. The other two ships were able to refuel, but, or so we were told, not allowed to
disembark because of us.
The first few weeks in country, we drew equipment-ACAVs, M48A3 tanks, trucks,
jeeps, helicopters, and did training - not pleasant - a bunch of troopers were killed or
seriously injured because of accidents before we saw any action. Charlie also got into the
Bien Hoa ammo dump and lit it off -- spectacular fireworks that set everybody on edge.
Security on our own stores was tightened quickly.
The Regiment was initially paired with the 1st Infantry Division, and we operated with
them including Operation Cedar Falls and Operation Junction City, plus other smaller
actions when the various troops were split out to do missions, or support both the 1st
Infantry Division, and later the 25th Infantry Division. Daily routine for us was running
supply convoys to and from major supply points, ferrying supplies and food to troops in
various locations. We learned to airlift all types of materials using HUEY slicks and
Chinooks. These were the heavy lifters. We got damn good at this and our rear area was
so well stocked we could send ice, ice cream, and later on American beer rations to the
guys.
Things (a few) I will never forget - the sound of a Huey; smell of the latrine cans being
burnt with diesel fuel; malaria pills, a cold beer drunk at the end of a mission; my
headquarters support platoon -- we all came home with no combat losses. Utter poverty;
children fighting over a piece of candy one day while we were loading out water in our
10,000 gallon water tanker; a desperate Major at the Saigon supply point in a heated
argument with a rear area type (RAT) in starched fatigues telling him he could not have
something. The Major's pistol was two/thirds of the way out of his holster before the
RAT gave in to his request; Monsoon rains; Puff the Magic Dragon taking care of Charlie
as he was outside our wire one night; the loss of one of my close friends when his L 19
augured in as he was clearing a road for one of our convoys; hours of air time with the
Chinook pilots ferrying supplies; chasing big red lizards up the sand dunes at Chu Lai;
beer parties in the BOQ with the Chinook pilots after we met one of the port officers at
the port of Chu Lai and managed to cage a pallet of American beer; 24/7 air operations at
the twin air strips at Chu Lai watching F-4s take off and land (their bomb storage dump
was really near our base camp!!) Utter terror on convoy duty when you knew you could
easily be hit at any moment -- things super quiet and still, an electric feeling all around,
weapons charged.
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The Freedom Bird left Saigon with me and about 200 others in late July 1967 after my
turtle finally made it and I turned over the S4 duties. Never, ever forget the ladies serving
cold milk and sandwiches as we hauled out ofRVN airspace. My one call to my wife was
made the night before departure via ham radio operator telling her I would be home
sometime that week.
Final thought: we were well-equipped, but had nothing like our guys have today -annored vehicles, body annor, instant communications; a lot of KIA, wounded guys -the Wall is proof positive of that.

Cunningham, Clyde
1st Inf Div - June 1967 - June i968.
S 1, 1st Med Bn, Jun 1967 - Jan 1968 (at Di An).
XO, D Co. 1st Med Bn, Jan 1968 - Jun 1968 (at Lai Khe)

Devine, Michael
1st Tour
21T, Infantry Platoon Leader, Dec 1965 - Jan 1967, 25th Inf Div, 3d Bde, TF 2/35 Inf, A
Co, 2d Pit., Pleiku. Tropical Lightning/cacti blue. Spent first tour in and around the Ia
Drang River Valley, Chu Pong Mountain, Ho Chi Minh Trail. Didn't see much ofPleiku.
Lot of jungle in the highlands.
Flew over in Dec. 1965; came back in Jan. 1967. 25th Infantry Division, 3d Brigade.
Loaded up from Scofield Barracks, HI, and flew to Pleiku airfield. Set up base camp
near Pleiku in Central Highlands. Sent all platoon leaders, which was me, and
platoon sergeant, SFC Culpepper, to An Khe for a week and a half ground combat
experience with the 1st Cav Division. Spent half EIT with 2/7th Cav and half with
1/12th Cav around Bong Son, a destroyed Special Forces camp. In constant contact.
Returned .t o Pleiku. Lifted into the la Drang River Valley/ Chu Pong Mountain/ Ho
Chi Minh Trail for the next 12 ½ months. Fought NVA rather than VC. Only wounded
once. Came back in one piece. A lot didn't.
2d Tour
CPT, Infantry, June 1969 - July 1970 MACV Advisory Team 10. Logistical supply and
maintenance advisor to 4th Area Logistics Command, Can Tho in the Delta.
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Second tour as a Captain in Can Tho in the Delta. Advisor on MACV Team 10 to 4th
Area Logistics Command. Stayed at Eakin Compound when not out ducking. Little
less dangerous than first tour. Flew over in June 1969, back in July 1970. Got to see
lots of Travis Air Force Base coming and going. Not a real warm reception on either
homecoming. Not like today. First tour basically search and destroy mission one
after another. Life of 2LT Infantry platoon leaders, right next to an RTO
(radio/telephone operator) was usually very short. Lots of memories and stories
from that first tour. Heart hurts when I think about the 58,300 KIA and 300,000
WIA, and the MIA Sorry to be so long winded. Not something I talk about much.
Mick Devine

Dillard, Ron
'

Graduated WKU May 1967. Arrived in Ben Hoa, RVN in Sept 1968.
Assigned to Headquarters Co., 227th Assault Helicopter Battalion, 1st Cav Div. Phouc
Vinh, RVN (III Corps). My job was Bn Avn Safety Officer.
Feb 1969 -- Assigned to A Co., 227th AHB 1st Cav Div. Lai Khe, RVN as Huey (slick)
pilot. Stayed there until Sept 1969 when I rotated back to the USA.
Returned as a Captain.

Dyrsen, Frederick "Fred" M. Jr.

Fred served in Vietnam from June 1967 through May 1968. He left the Army as a First
Lieutenant on Nov. 7, 1968.
While in Vietnam he was in the 4th Infantry Division. He was a combat engineer for the
first several months and then was in charge of the "Ivy Leaf' the 4th's Newspaper. He
received the following medals and commendations:
• Bronze Star Medal (he received the medal at a special ceremony from an Army
general in NYC)
• Air Medal
• Army Commendation Medal
• Vietnam Campaign Medal w/60 Device
• Vietnam Service Medal
• National Defense Service Medal
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Houston, Bill

Vietnam Feb. 1, 1968-Jan.29, 1969
Landed Ben Hoa Air Base one day after Tet Offensive. Charter troop plane made night
landing, lights out. "Good Morning Vietnam!"
Received Vietnam assignment while in Germany to the 4th Battalion, 23rd Inf.
Mechanized, 25th Inf. Division based at Cu Chi, Vietnam. Duty slot was Battalion S-2.
4123rd Bn was reassigned from lstBde to 2nd Bde located in Tay Ninh north of Cu Chi
in early May.
A sobering event for me -- In July the Headquarters Company Commander visited our
firebase overnight, and during our conversation of matters he said to me, "Houston, you
are the only officer in our battalion that hasn't been wounded or killed." On A ugust 22, I
medevac'd (dust-off) that company commander wounded.
There was an unwritten code in our battalion that afters.ix months on line, one would be
reassigned to Headquarters or not a line slot. That applied to enl isted or officer troops. I
was reassigned to Brigade as Asst. S-2 in mid October at Tay Ninh base camp and
completed my tour. My next duty assignment was to Corps Headquarters, XVIII
Airborne Corps, Ft. Bragg, NC.

Jones, Don

Don was in Vietnam from October 1967 through October 1968. He flew a scout
helicopter (OH-6) while there. He was awarded the Distinguished F lying Cross for
pulling out another pilot who had been wounded.
As for career, a very pared down version: entered service in late 1964, went to Jump
School and then was assigned to Fort Stewart, Ga. From there he went back to Fort Knox
to j oin a unit that was sent to Vietnam in 1967. After Vietnam, we were assigned back at
Fort Knox for two years. In Jan. of 1971 went to Bowling Green for graduate school.
After graduate school we went to Kettering, Ohio, where he was in recruiting for that
area. Next was Command and General Staff at Ft. Leavenworth, KS. From there we
went to Alaska where he commanded an Air Cav troop (his last assignment flying).
After Alaska Don was assigned to the Pentagon from October 1978 to July 1982. Then it
was back to recruiting in St. Louis, MO. Took over command of the recruiting for
Illinois and Missouri until he moved to recruiting command at Ft Sheraton north of
Chicago.
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Karr, Ed
I left Travis AFB on New Years Day 1968. Arrived in-country at Bien Hoa AFB just
North of Saigon and was assigned to the USA Support Command Saigon at Long Binh.
I worked out of Long Binh for my first 2 months before the Tet Offensive. A couple of
weeks after that I was transferred to Da Nang to help turn-up the new USA Support
Command Da Nang
During Jan-Feb 1968 as a Captain I was assigned to USA Support Command, Saigon at
Long Binh. About 2 weeks after Tet started, I was assigned as a part of the group
deployed to Da Nang to initiate the new USA Support Command Da Nang for the
planned increased Army presence in I Corps in preparation for receipt of the 1st Air Cav,
101st and 5th Mech divisions into I Corps to take pressure off the Marines. The Americal
Division controlled the Southern part of I Corps, and the Marines were then solely
responsible for Da Nang North to the DMZ. Until then the Navy was supplying all units
in I Corps. I worked out ofDa Nang from late Feb - Dec 1968 and got home a few days
before Christmas. During the time in Da Nang I coordinated with the USAF to establish a
growing number ofl Corps air flights North and South out ofDa Nang to supply Anny
units. We also established a Logistics Over the Shore (LOTS) operation to use
amphibious vehicles to offload sea vessels just South of the DMZ and haul supplies
overland to a growing supply base at Quang Tri before the onset of the monsoons in late
summer. Helped coordinate transfer of some supply operations from Marine to Army
resources in Northern I Corps. Got into Chu Lai a couple of times, but mostly at Hue,
Camp Evans, Quang Tri and the LOTS site on the beach when I wasn't in Da Nang. The
northern part of I Corps was where the increased Army forces were deployed to take the
pressure off the Marine units. The Americal Division was the biggest Army unit in
Southern I Corps and there wasn't a significant increase in Army strength there.
Left Bien Hoa for Travis shortly before Christmas 1968. I saw Joe Scates when I arrived
back at Long Binh from Da Nang on my way home. He was leaving a day or two before
me, and neither of us knew the other was in country at the same time.

Kenney, Mike
I graduated from the helicopter flight school at Fort Rucker, AL. in June 1966, with
orders assigning me to the Headquarters Aviation, 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment at
Fort Meade, MD. The Regiment was finishing pre - deployment training at Camp AP.
Hill and Black Stone, VA for Vietnam.
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In early August 1966, training was completed and we started loading three MSTS Ship in
the Port of Baltimore with all the Regiment's tactical equipment such as tanks, Ml B's,
helicopters (H-23's, OH-13's and Huey C model gunships and D model slicks). When the
ships were loaded, they set sail with minimal Cavalry personnel down south through the
Panama Canal and then up the west coast to the Port of Oakland terminal where the rest
of the Regiment's troops would embark for Vietnam. The troops flew out Baltimore
International Airport to Oakland International Airport on different aircraft. When the
troops arrived in Oakland they were assigned to one of the three ships waiting at the
terminal.
I was a 2LT and I was assigned duties as the ship's security officer and mess officer.
Prior to leaving Baltimore I had to go the Cavalry's stockade to get the prisoners for the
flight. The prisoners were shackled together in groups of ten and chains dragging on the
floor just like in the movies. The good thing was the movement was at night and no one
saw this operation take place. When we arrived in Oakland with prisoners, they went
directly to the ships bow below deck where they would be housed in an open bay until we
arrived in Vietnam.
One of the charter flights took the wrong route and delayed the Port depart three days.
During those three days about 90% of the 1st Squadron and Regimental HQ's were
seasick, and we were tied to the dock. We finally got underway three days after the first
ship left port with Steve Crider on board with the 2nd Squadron. Our first scheduled stop
was Subic Bay, Philippines. After encountering three typhoons, we finally made it into
port only to be informed by port security we could not get off the ship. After refueling we
put back out to sea the next morning. The typhoons delayed our cruise by five days and
made port in Vung Tau, Vietnam on the 7th of September 1966. Our ship was anchored
off shore and the first VC sappers set off charges on another ship anchored near ours, The
next morning we disembarked and were transported Bien Hoa to a staging area.
Aviation crews were infused into other units to learn the area of operations and tactics. I
went to the 25th Division at Cu Chi for about 10 days flying missions in War Zone D
north of Bien Hoa.
The 11th Cav later moved Xuan Loe to its new base camp. I flew OH-23 ' s, OH-13's and
Huey's while assigned there. The 23s and the 13s took off, cruised and crashed at 60
knots. Most missions were observation and targeting with two aircraft teams. Our only
armament was a gunner with aM-60. The A/C's (aircraft commanders) had no
instruments for IFR flying and the rotor blades were wooden. Night missions were flown
black out to avoid automatic weapons fire . .50 cal rounds fired at us looked like glowing
basketballs on the round Plexiglas cockpit. By January 1967, I had flow several combat
missions and was awarded a DFC and two Air Medals with "V" device.
Someone in the Regimental HQ realized the fight crews all arrived together and would
DEROS about the same time. About half of the crews were infused into other units
around Vietnam. I was assigned to the Delta with the 121st Avn Company, Soc Trang
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Tigers. Soc Trang was the most southern U.S. Base in Vietnam. Our missions to fly
missions for the ARVN ground units in the Delta. Pat Dillard was assigned there flying
Bird Dogs in the "Shot Guns" aviation unit. The XO of the 121st was a Major Ray
Nutter, a Western graduate. He was later shot down and medivaced back to CONUS via
Japan. He was flying C&C on a major combat mission. He lost one crewmember and
everyone else was injured. The Aviation Group Cdr was also killed during the operation.
We had a standing mission to look for a captured U.S. Advisor, Major David Roe being
held in the U Minh Forest, which was in our AO (Area of Operations).
We routinely flew 120 hrs a month and on at least 2 missions I never shut down the
aircraft during a 24-hour period. It was not uncommon to return to base with wounded
ARVNs and VC on board. During the night missions it was hard to identify the good
guys from the bad guys.
I received another DFC and a few more Air Medals with "V" device during my
assignment in the 121st Avn Company. I never lost a crewmember during my first tour in
Vietnam, but returned base with bullet holes in the aircraft.
I returned home in August 1967 and was assigned to Fort Wolters, TX as an Instructor
Pilot at the Primary Helicopter Training School. When I was in flight training we had 4
flight classes a year and when I arrived back at Ft. Wolters as an instructor the number of
flight classes per year increased to 12 and the class size jumped to 240 students.
I received orders in August 1969, to FT. Rucker, AL for the Fixed Wing Transition
Course prior to returning back to Vietnam. I arrived in Vietnam in January 1970, after a
Survival Training Course in the Philippines at Clark AF Base.
My orders assignment was to the 148th Avn Co (RR), 224th Avn Bn (RR) in Nha Trang
as the Flight Operation Officer/Pilot. The 148th flew RU-8 and RU-21 collection aircraft.
The 148th flew airborne collection in support for II Corp. We were a 24/7 operation, and
I flew approximately 450 hours of collection. One of our secondary missions was see if
we could locate John McCain who had been shot down. In September 1970, I was
reassigned to the 224th Avn Bn operations. Just prior to Christmas 1970, my Battalion
Commander said he had a Christmas gift for me and handed me orders reassigning orders
back to CONUS. I arrived back home in time to be with my family for the holidays.

Lewman, Thomas
Tour# 1 September 1966 thru September 1967
Rotated from Germany to Vietnam September 1966. Processed through Camp Alpha and
assigned to the 25th Infantry Division, Cu Chi Vietnam. September 1966 thru April 1967,
served as Rifle and Heavy Weapons platoon leader Company B, 4/9 Infantry. Participated
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in combat operations in the Mekong Delta, Fihol Rubber Plantation, Ho Bo Woods, War
Zone D and Operation Cedar Falls. May thru September 1967, Company Commander A,
4/9 Infantry. Conducted combat operations in War Zone D to include the Iron Triangle,
Plain of Reeds, Bo Loi Woods, Saigon River, and participated in pacification operations
in III Corp.
Tour# 2 September 1968 thru September 1969
Assigned to 5th Special Forces Group Headquarters located in Nha Trang South
Vietnam. Further assigned as A-433 Team Commander of a Special Forces A Camp
located near My Dia in the Mekong Delta (IV Corps). Advised South Vietnamese
Special Forces Team and a force of more than 600 indigenous soldiers. Conducted
search and destroy and Black Hawk operations. Participated in Phoenix operations and
supported the US 9th Division combat operations.

as

Re-assigned, mid- April 1969, B-43 Team's S-3 Officer and relocated to Seven
Mountains area on the border between South Vietnam and Cambodia. Conducted combat
operations withfo the seven mountains, Tram Forrest, and clandestine "across the border"
operations in support of Allied 44th Tactical Zone. Rotated back to CONUS late
September 1969.

Lowe, Greg

Greg Lowe, Class of '68
Vietnam Time Line
30 June 1970

2 July 1970

Assigned to 95th Military Police Battalion, 18th Military Police
Brigade, Long Binh, Vietnam.
Assumed command of the 615th Military Police Company, The
Bloodhounds. After reporting to the battalion commander upon
my arrival, I boldly advised him that I wanted to command a
company. He concurred and placed a 23-year old CPT with
three weeks time t:,JTade in command. We maintained discipline,
law and order on a post with 25,000 soldiers and a like number
of local nationals. Had a front row seat to the Bob Hope Show
since I was in charge of security for the show.

3 January 1971

Changed command. Became Deputy Provost Marshal of Long
Binh Post, 179th Military Police Detachment. Ran day-to-day MP
operations. This was a slot for a MAJ.

10 April 1971

Notified of the fact that CPT Charles F. Thomas IV was KIA on
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8 April 1971. One of the darkest days of my life. Was requested
through Department of the Army, by L TC (R) Charles F. Thomas
III to serve as the escort for Charlie's remains. Returned to the
US and escorted Charlie from Dover Air Force Base to Palm Bay.
Florida for his funeral and burial. Toughest thing the Army ever
Asked me to do in 30 years, but I wouldn't have wanted it any
other way. My highest honor. IfI had had less than 60 days left
on my tour when I finished the escort, I wouldn't have had to
return to RVN. I had 62 days. Returned to RVN and started
doing things much differently. Took fewer risks. The war had
now become very real and very personal.
28 June 1971

Got orders to depart RVN for reassignment to Ft Knox, KY. My
roommate in the hooch was the battalion personnel officer, so
my orders directed me straight to Tan Son Nhut Air Force Base.
Bypassed all th'e replacement detachment hassles. Took a
shower, threw my jungle fatigues and boots in the trash, put on
khakis and got on the "freedom bird" and went home.

Mackey, David R.

MAJOR DAVID RANDELL MACKEY
1940-1969
David R. Mackey was born and raised in Calhoun, Kentucky. He attended Calhoun
County High School where he graduated in 1958. He was active in the Future Farmers of
America, the National Honor Society and played on the school basketball team. He loved
outdoor activities and animals. His Mother often said, "Davie talked with his hands and
sang off key but as a boy and as a man he was full of laughter." He never worried about
things that he couldn't do anything about and just lived life to the fullest.
In the fall of 1958, he entered Western Kentucky State College to major in biology and
earn a teacher's certificate. He entered into the Reserve Officer' s Training Corps at the
beginning of his freshman year and found that his true calling was to become an officer in
the United ·s tates Anny. He immersed himself totally into the program by becoming a
Pershing Rifleman where he developed friends who became like brothers to him. He
served on the Advisory board of P/R Company B-3 directing the business and
administration of the unit. David was an expert in drill and ceremonies, like most PRs,
and he competed in drill meets in the Ohio Valley area. He was later elected to the
Scabbard and Blade Honor Society serving as the executive officer of the chapter at
Western. In the Cadet Corps as a senior, he was a Captain and commanded HHC. Later
in the year, he was promoted to Major and became the Battle Group Adjutant (S-1).
Because of his academic record and excellence in ROTC, David was designated a
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Distinguished Military Student and ultimately became a Distinguished Military Graduate
upon graduation in June 1963.
Prior to entering Active Duty with the United States Army, he taught school for one year
and discovered this was not his calling. His Active Duty began in 1964 with the Infantry
Officers' Basic Course at Fort Benning, Georgia, along with Airborne and Ranger
Schools. This training assured that Captain Mackey was prepared to lead from the front
and win his country's battles.
David' s first assignment after his basic military schooling was at Fort hood, Texas
where he served initially as the Battalion Mortar/Davy Crockett Platoon Leader. During
this time, the unrest in Southeast Asia was escalating and America' s concern and
involvement was growing. When he received his orders, he called his Mother and told
her he was going overseas and told her " now don' t you and Dad start worrying." He was
confident in his abilities and knew that he was well trained and ready for any mission.
David was sent to Vietnam in December 1966 with Advisory Team 99 of the Military
Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV) to serve as an advisor to a Vietnamese infantry
unit. He distinguished himself on the battlefield as both a bold leader and skilled trainer
and earned a reputation for having a true warrior ethos.
Upon completion of a one-year tour, David returned to the United States in November
1967. In 1969, he volunteered for a second tour in Vietnam so that his brother would not
have to go. This time he was assigned to the 5th Battalion, 60th Infantry, 9th Infantry
Division, "The Old Reliables" at their base camp in Rach Kien. He was assigned as an
Operations Officer (S-3) in the 5th Battalion. When he wrote home, it was always to see
how his family was and to tell them about everything in Vietnam except the ugliness of
the war. He was especially fond of children and took a four-year-o ld little girl and her
family under his wing. After some time, the child' s mother begged David to take her
back to the United States with him so that she could have a better life. Fate would not
allow that to happen.
Always where the action was, on 17 September 1969 in Long An Province, part of the
Mekong Delta and southwest of Saigon, Captain David R. Mackey was riding in a UH- I
Huey Helicopter command and control aircraft along with the commander of the Third
Brigade, commander of the 5th Battalion and other key brigade and battalion staff
members. As they directed the battle on the ground, a hunter killer team from B Troop,
3d Squadron, 17th Air Cavalry provided treetop-level support to the ground element in
contact. The OH-6 Cayuse was leaving the area as the AH-1 Cobra was preparing to set
up the make the rocket run on the enemy position. The Command and Control Huey was
below the incoming Cobra, both using the same left-hand orbiting pattern. While
climbing, the Command and Control ship came inside the orbit of the Cobra, striking the
Cobra underneath the left side with its main rotor blade. Both aircraft crashed and killed
all ten onboard the Huey and two in the Cobra.
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Manning, Jim

Jim Manning 's Vietnam Experience, 1963-1966
In September 1962, after two years at Western Kentucky State College, I enlisted in the
US Navy. I attended boot camp, was designated to be a Hospital Corpsman and then had
four training courses in the San Diego area. In November 1963 I was Vietnam-bound and
assigned to Station Hospital, Headquarters Support Activity, Saigon (HSAS). I landed at
Tan Son Nhut on the Monday before President Kennedy was shot on Friday. When I
arrived, there were less than 15,000 Americans in country. Since the war was going so
well, LBJ reduced our forces to 13,000 before Christmas.
At that time we were the only US medical facility in III and IV Corp. Though we were
mostly Navy, HSAS was part of the logistic section of MA.CV as it transitioned from
MAAG in 1964. The majority of our patients had combat injuries related to gunshot,
mines, chopper crash and an occasional punji stick. Many of our patients had injuries
caused by terrorist attacks in and around Saigon and Bien Hoa. We also treated a fair
amount of tropical diseases. I worked in the recovery and surgery ward.
I returned to the US on December 1, 1964, and was assigned to USS Tortuga (LSD-26)
home ported in San Diego. Early 1965 was uneventful, mostly readiness exercises along
the California coast. That summer we were underway for Okinawa loaded with
amtracks. We then took Marines from Okinawa to Da Nang. We made two round trip
Pacific crossings in 1965.
Back in San Diego we refitted as a floating base for brown water operations. We were on
station from May through August 1966 as mother ship for 16 PBRs, 2 Hueys (with Army
crews) and the first operational Navy hovercraft. As part of Operations Market Time and
Game Warden, we patrolled the mouths of the Mekong, mostly the Bassac River. Our
targets were sampans and NVN trawlers moving ammunition and supplies by water at
night.
The day after Labor Day, 1966, I returned to Western. Now it was WKU.
Vietnam Timeline
Nov 18, 1963 - Dec 1, 1964, Station Hospital, Headquarters Support Activity Saigon
July/Aug i965, about 2 weeks, dates uncertain, USS Tortuga (LSD-26) Da Nang
May 1, 1966 - Aug 10, 1966, USS Tortuga (LSD-26) Patrols, Saigon River, M.e kong
River and Bassac River
Note: In May 1966, Station Hospital Saigon was decommissioned and turned over to the
Army.
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Meuth, Michael

•
•
•
•
•

Inducted into the WKU Scabbard and Blade Society in 1962.
Graduated in 1963 as a "Distinguished Military Graduate."
Commissioned into the Regular Army in May 1963 with Serial Number 097442.
Note: General John J. Pershing was Serial Number 001.
Interesting duty assignments included: Special project at Fort Detrick, Maryland;
Canal Zone, Alaska, Greenbrier Space Center (Florida and Texas), all seven of the
Army Medical Centers and all Medical Research and Development Units (during the
1960s and 1970s)

Michael L. Meuth, lLT Arrived RVN January 19, 1965; Departed January 12, 1966.
Prior to volunteering for Vietnam, I graduated from the Vietnamese Language Training
Program in Hawaii in October ~964.
From January through early April 1965 I was assigned as Medical Administrative
Assistant (MOS 3506) to the 8th Field Hospital, Nha Trang. We were in support of the
5th Special Forces and Vietnamese Ground Troops. I was the interpreter on many
m1ss1ons.
From early April 1965 through early January 1966, I was assigned as Executive
Officer, 2nd Medical Dispensary (General). We were a 10-bed Emergency Surgery
Hospital located in Soc Trang from April through October 1965. From October 1965
through January 1966 we were located 15 "klicks" Northwest of Bien Hoa. Once again I
was the interpreter on many missions.
My assignment upon leaving Vietnam was a three-and-a-half year tour as Aide-de-Camp
to MG Joe M. Blumberg. I was actually pulled early from RVN for this assignment. I
was told upon leaving Vietnam that I had received the most Awards for Gallantry (4USA and 4-Republic of Vietnam) without a Purple Heart.

Miller, Walter Barclay

12 Jul 68 -·6 Nov 68, 2LT, Section Leader, 176th Assault Helicopter Co
(UH-1 ), (Nickname: Minutemen), 14th Aviation Bn, Chu Lai, Vietnam.
in support of 196th and 198th Light Infantry Brigades, America} Division
• Shot down 5 Nov 68 (election day for President Nixon) west of Tam Ky, 70 km
south of Da Nang.
• 14 Nov 68 - 14 Jan 69, Patient, Japan
• 16 Apr 72 - 9 Jul 72, CPT, Flight Ops Off, 146th ASA Aviation Co (U-21), 224th
Aviation Bn, Long Thanh North, Vietnam
• 9 Jul 72 - 28 Feb 73, CPT, Bn S3, 224th Aviation Bn (Nickname: Vanguard),
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•
•

509th ASA Group (Radio Research), Long Thanh North, relocated 19 Aug 72 to
Tan Son Nhut Air Base, Saigon, Vietnam.
Among last troops out of Vietnam. Our release was keyed to POW release from
North Vietnam.

Mize, William F. Jr.
I entered the Army at Ft. Benning, Ga. in Aug. ' 62 but did not go to Vietnam (RVN) until
Feb '70. In the interim, I served two tours in Germany, one in Korea, and completed the
Advanced Course.
My tour in RVN began at Long Binh with HQ, 1st Logistical Command as Asst Ch,
Direct Support (DS) / General Support (GS) for Supply Operations. During the next three
months my duties took me to most of our 19 units. In May 1970 1st Log Cmd. was
inactivated and I was transferred to HQ, US ARMY, Vietnam (USARV) (which was colocated with HQ, 1st Log).
In USARV, I was assigned as Ch, DSU/GSU Supply Operations, G-4, with staff
responsibilities for 84 DSU' s and 3 GSU's. With the drawdown underway, our initial
emphasis was on DSU/GSU excess and getting it returned to depots. This was followed
by development of the USARV Retrograde Plan, which also included polices to reduce
in-country stocks and shrink the incoming supply pipeline. For my year with HQ,
USARV, retrograde and excess were my priorities.
I do not remember how many units I visited but I do recall that I had traveled to about 35
locations from Phu Bai in the North to Can Tho in the South. Surprisingly, I encountered
very few WKU graduates during my tour. L TC Westlake (who was CPT Westlake when
we were in ROTC at Western) arrived in early 1971 and was assigned to HQ, USARV,
G-3. I saw Ken Hightower (class of 1960) upon his arrival for a second tour. Ronnie
Jones (class of 1959) was the S-1, I think, of the Signal Brigade at Long Hinh. I thought I
had encountered Mike Devine in the Delta, but Mike could not recall us meeting at any
time. In a recent conversation with Mike we concluded that our paths might have crossed
at My Tho or Can Tho, as both of us were in those areas at the same time.
I departed RVN in May ' 71 for assignment to ODCSLOG, HQ, US ARMY Pacific
(USARPAC) in Hawaii. USARV retrograde once again became my priority. When I
briefed the final USARV After Action Report, the only thing I can now recall is that the
tonnage exceeded one million Short Tons.

It was interesting to note in the Apr. 15th issue of the ARMY magazine that Army
Material Command (AMC) had conducted the retrograde mission for Afghanistan and
Iraq. That was a good move, but I would have to take a slight exception to Gen Via's title
of the article "AMC Logistics Feat Like No Other"------ the GSU's in V ietnam, under
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extremely difficult circumstances at the time, also performed their mission "like no
other!" In the July issue of ARMY, LTC Clifford W. Lanham published a follow-on
letter ref the 79th Maintenance Bns, (GS), role in retrograde operations for III and IV
Corps Units during the 1971-73 timeframe. He provided an excellent summary of"howit-was" some 40 plus years ago for GSUs to continually support in-country units but
concurrently perform a retrograde mission. No small feat for the officers, NCOs, and
troops of all GSUs!

Nunn, Ron
Arrived in Saigon July 1967 and was assigned to 146th Avn RR Co. and flew radio recon
both multi and single engine aircraft. Was based out of Tan Son Nhut, lived in Saigon.
Spent about 4 months flying with the Australians east of Saigon. Was later assigned to
the 138th Avn RR CO in Da Nang and flew mostly out of Phu Bi and supported Khe
Sanh Marine Base. Occasionally flew north of the DMZ. While in Phu Bi,
our compound came under rocket fire, which caused our BOQ to be burned, leaving me
with just my flight suit, boots and side arm. On my last flight, we took a round through
the wing and cockpit of the twin-engine aircraft while flying over the A Shau Valley. We
landed safely at Phu Bi and had to fly the aircraft down to Da Nang to be repaired. Left
the next day for the States in my only piece of clothing. As CW2 Flight Officer, I
averaged flying over 4 l/2 hours a day for the entire year that I was there. I flew about 15
percent of my time at night.

Pearson, Bill
I deployed with the 199th Infantry Brigade to Vietnam Christmas Day 1966 to Long Binh
then south of Saigon close to the pineapple plantation adjacent to the 25th Infantry
Division area of ops. I was a lLT by that time and spent the entire year there as Infantry
platoon leader and company XO. Met my wife in Hawaii for R&R, then back to the
paddies. Got home for Christmas '67.
I went to flight school in early '69 and ran into Mike Kenny, who was a flight instructor.
I know that Don Jones had a flight tour some time in '66-' 67 timeframe. We attended the
Armor Advanced Course at Knox together in '70. I redeployed to Vietnam as a Cobra
pilot in March '71 as a CPT and flew with the 3rd/7th Air Cav as the ATK Helo platoon
leader for 6 months and squadron adjutant for rest of the tour. Ronnie Nunn was flying
some Beaver fixed wing over there about same time. Took a fuselage hit a couple
different times but no damage and didn't know it until post-flight inspection. Got a onemonth early drop from 2nd tour due to stand down and got home early '72. The Army
sent me back to Western to get my Masters Degree and then stayed on at Western as an
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instructor in the ROTC Dept from ' 74 to ' 77. I was the cadre advisor to the PRs those
years and made many more drill meet trips with the PRs and the Rebelette teams.
Retired in 1989 as LTC (P) and 24 years of service, then taught JROTC in a hjgh school
in SC for 17 years and another retirement.

Ping, Glenn

The year 1967 was a very busy year for me. My future wife, Nancy, and I met in Feb. of
that year. I was drafted in May, Nancy and I got married in Aug. and I went to VN in
Oct. I was assigned to A troop 3/5 Cav, 9th Infantry Division. The 3/5 was the division
recon unit for the 9th. We worked on combat operations out ofBearcat, mostly around
Long Bien, Saigon, Long Than and south toward Yung Tau until late 1967 and into Jan.
1968.
'
When the Tet Offensive broke out, A Troop moved to Bien Hoa air base to help secure
the airfield. After Tet the 3/5 moved by shjp to Da Nang. We worked on operations
there until the end of March when we moved again to Wunder Beach. In mid-April we
again moved to the H ue, Dong Ha area closer to the DMZ. We were attached at various
times to the 1st Cav, 101st Airborne, 1st Marine Div, 3rd Marine Div, and 5th Inf
(Mech) Div. We continued to operate in that same area until I left in late Oct. 1968.
Served as A Troop company clerk initially, then as crewmember on Ml 13 Armored
Personnel Carrier. Rank: E-5. Completed service at Ft. Benrung, GA May 1969.

Ritter, Bill
July '68-July'69
4th Infantry Division, 10th Cavalry Regiment, 1st Squadron, A Troop,
Central Highlands, Base Camp, Pleiku
Troop Commander, Captain
One thing that is really different from today's deployments is that Army units deploying
today deploy mostly as units (brigades). When I left Travis AFB in July '68, I was
traveling as an individual. I knew no one on the plane. I was traveling in a khaki
uniform, and not real sure where I was going. After a very long flight, I remember
looking out the plane's window as we approached Vietnam and seeing such a beautiful
country. The plane landed in Cam Rahn, where I was in-processed, stayed overnight, and
given orders to be assigned to the 4th Infantry Division. I boarded a C-130 the next day
for Pleiku Air Base, still in khaki's, no weapon, still not knowing anyone. I signed into
the division and was given orders to the 10th Cav Sqdn. I believe the Cav sent a jeep
over to pick me up and take me to the Sqdn Hqs. I met the S-1 , who told me what
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openings they had, but that I would have to wait for the Commander to make the
assignment. The Commander happened to be out fighting the war, so I would have to fly
via helicopter the next day, to meet him, and get my assi.gnment. Before I flew out I was
issued jungle fatigues and a cal .45 pistol.
When l met the Commander, he asked me what assignment I'd like to have. I told him
that I wanted to command A Troop. He said OK, told me a few things about the troop,
and that was it. I asked him when I would take command, and he said as soon as you can
get back on that helicopter, return to base camp, draw your equipment and fly out to their
field location. My war started the next day, no in-country orientation. 1 don't think I had
even fired a M-16.
For me the war was a good experience. I grew up quickly. I spent about 7 months in
command, and during that time the Troop had several engagements with the enemy,
throughout the highlands, from Dak To to Du Co, to Ban Me Thout, and did not have any
of our soldiers killed. I suppose the worst thing for us that we'd go for weeks, maybe
months without a shower.
After my command was over, I was the squadron S4. The most memorable thing about
my tour was meeting Anita in Hawaii for R&R.

Scates, Joe
1st LT; Dec 67 - Dec 68; 1/4 Cav, 1st Inf Div; Pit Ldr and S3 Air; III Corps Tactical
Zone
CPT; Nov 71 - Nov 72; 7th ARVN Inf Div; Advisor; IV Corps Tactical Zone

Smith, Larry
WKU Class of 1966
MG, US Army (Ret)
Vietnam Service
Two tours, both in Air Cavalry units.
First time was Oct. 1967 until Oct. 1968. 3d Squadron, 17th Cavalry (Air). I was in the
ground troop of this large outfit that had three air cavalry troops and a large aviation
maintenance organization. (Don Jones was in one of the air troops. B troop ifl recall
correctly.)
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This squadron fonned in the States (Ft Knox) and trained together as a unit from late '66
until deployment. We had superb combat leaders and worked hard at "getting ready."
Training land at Knox was limited so we used sites in Indiana, West Virginia and Georgia
(mountain Ranger camp) as well. A few lieutenants, including me, were sent to the jungle
warfare course in the Canal Zone in early 1967.
I was a platoon leader from February ' 67 until the fall of '68. After that, I was XO in
Troop D. For about three months prior to coming home in Oct, I was an assistant S-3 at
Squadron Hqs.
3-17th was an "independent" air cavalry squadron, meaning it was not a divisional unit.
We belonged to the 1st Aviation Brigade but often were OPCON to the 25th Infantry
Division. Our principal areas of operations were throughout the III Corps Tactical Zone,
from just north of Saigon to the Cambodian border trace in the vicinity of Tay Ninh. One
of our first operations in that area was almost literally in the shadow of Nui Ba Din, the
famous mountain that dominated all terrain in that area.
Given their range and speed, and large size (27 aircraft each), the air troops ranged
throughout the zone usually operating independently. The doctrine was that air cavalry
would conduct large area/anned aerial reconnaissance, identify and fix the enemy and
call for heavier forces as the senior commanders might direct.
The ground troop was in essence a very light cavalry troop Ueep and truck mounted
machine guns, recoilless rifles, a rifle squad and mortar squad). We were well trained and
had been together many months. We gave the squadron commander a reinforcing
capability, an area control capability and a reaction force; in my time there, we also did
about 20 (helicopter) combat assaults. In fact, it seemed we were dismounted about as
often as not, either doing "sweeps," bomb damage assessment of B-52 strikes or
conducting detailed area recon. We did some ambush work. A principal mission in the
early months of 1968 was convoy escort of the daily resupply convoy from Tay Ninh
south, which got interesting a couple of times.
Second Tour:
July 71 - late April 72 (got a short drop due to redeployment of US units).
Served in 7-l 7th Air Cav Squadron, having gone to flight school between tours. Actually
in Troop D, I-10th Cav, attached to 7-l 7th. We were in the II Corps tactical zone, tucked
into a small base called Lane Anny A irfield a few miles inland from Quy Nohn, a major
port. Most of our operations were up old Route 1 toward An Khe. (1st Cav Div vets
would not have recognized the place: cement pads, an airstrip and the old "French
farmhouse" on the airfield.) We often kept an alert section there of "two scouts and two
guns"---two Cobras and two OH-58's.
I ended up being XO in that troop, a long story that does not contribute much here.
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We stood that unit (Troop D, 1-10th) down in Jan of '72. I moved for a week or two to an
assault helo company as gun platoon commander (C model Huey). Then the Sqdn Cmdr
fired the Squadron S-4 and I was it. The professional disappointment was smoothed by
the work-we were building a composite aviation squadron of two air troops, an assault
company and a Chinook company---and the fact that I flew the C&C ship with the Sqdn
Cmdr (flew just about every day).
We were pretty busy in the spring of ' 72 supporting Korean and S Vietnamese infantry in
the (later called) 2d Tet offensive. Interesting times observing how our allies fought and
thought ...
A last comment: my two tours were different wars and different armies. By the early
70's, the Army spent more time on discipline, drug and racial frictions than we did
fighting. With the passage of time and study, we now know that we were in the middle of
the social revolution the whole country experienced. And, these behaviors and discipline
issues were part and parcel of the debates that led to the all-volunteer Army/military.

Thomas, Charles F. IV
WKU Class of 1969. Captain, Field Artillery, HQ & SVC BTRY, 3d Bn, 3 19th Artillery,
173d ABN Bde, USARV. Entered Vietnam Jan. 4, 1970, Binh Dinh Province, KIA April
8, 1971, casualty of artillery, rocket or mortar fire. Body returned to U.S. for burial in
Palm Bay, FL, escorted by CPT Greg Lowe, WKU Class of 1968.

Verdier, Doug
Aug. 1967 - July 1968; CPT Infantry, 1st Cavalry Division, Company Commander, An
Khe (II Corps) and Quang Tri Province (I Corps).
Jan. 1971 - Jan. 1972; CPT Infantry, MACV Advisor, Nha Trang (II Corps) and Saigon.

Vititoe, John
9 Mar 1970 - Assigned to HSB, 2/4 FA, 3rd Bde (Sep) 9th Inf Div.
Tan An, Long An Province
Duty Psn: Brigade Liaison Officer
26 Sep 1970 - 3/9 Inf Bde stands down.
Assigned to HHB, 7/ 11 FA, 25th Inf Div
Dau Tieng
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Duty psn: Asst Bn S-3
15 Oct 1970 - Transferred to HHB, 25th Inf Div Arty
Cu Chj

Duty Psn: Asst Div Arty S-3
2 Dec 1970 - 25th Inf Div stands down.
Assigned to HHB, 1st Air Cav Div Arty
Phuoc Vinh
Duty Psn: Asst Div Arty S-3
Mar 1971 - Assigned to ROTC Detachment, Morehead State University
Morehead, KY
Duty Psn: MS III Instructor and Faculty Advisor to Pershing Rifles Co. V-1

Wilson, Roye
Date Arrived/Left: October 1968 I October 1969
Unit/Outfit: Hq. and B Battery, 2nd Battalion, 138 Artillery, Kentucky Army National
Guard
Location in VN: Phu Bai Area, south of Hue.
Responsibility/Position: Battery Commander, S-2
Rank: Captain
After two years at Fort Sill, Pat and I moved to Louisville in 1966, where I joined the
National Guard. I was teaching school in Southern Indiana when we were mobilized in
May, following TET, in 1968. We trained at Fort Hood, Texas where we were equipped
with new Ml 09, 155mm self propelled howitzers and arrived in VN in October l 968.
Hq. and Service Batteries were from Louisville, A Battery was from Carrolton, B Battery
was from Elizabethtown and C was from Bardstown. We were assigned to 24th Corps
Artillery in general support, reinforcing the 101 st Air Mobile Division.
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